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ABSTRACT: The influence of stress, temperature, and relative humidity on plasticity-controlled failure of molded and laser-sintered poly-
amide 12 (PA12) has been investigated. Ree–Eyring’s flow theory is employed and modified to take into account the effect of relative
humidity on the deformation kinetics. By introducing the concept of critical strain, time to failure in plasticity-controlled regime is
predicted starting from the yield kinetics. Creep test is performed to estimate the critical strain and to validate model predictions. The
model predictions are in good agreement with the experimental results, showing that the model is a suitable and reliable tool to evaluate
mechanical response as function of temperature and relative humidity. We demonstrate that, while, at high applied strain rates, a signif-
icant difference is found, the mechanical response under constant strain rate as well as the failure kinetics in plasticity-controlled regime
of the sintered PA12 are comparable with those of the molded material. © 2019 The Authors. Journal of Applied Polymer Science published by

Wiley Periodicals, Inc. J. Appl. Polym. Sci. 2020, 137, 48525.
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INTRODUCTION

Polyamide 12 (PA12) is a semicrystalline plastic that finds
wide spread use in many different fields of applications. Dur-
ing the last two decades, PA12 has attracted a lot of interest as
material for the selective laser-sintering (SLS) process.1 Laser
sintering is an additive manufacturing process that enables the
production of three-dimensional objects, built layer by layer,
starting from powdered material.2,3 A layer of material is
spread over a powder bed, heated up to a temperature of few
degrees below the melting temperature, and selectively melted
by a CO2 laser according to the geometry of the product. As
soon as a pattern is completed, the powder bed moves down
and a new layer of powder is spread on the top of the previous
one. PA12 is found to be a suitable material for SLS due to its
high melting enthalpy, needed to locally melt the powder with
a laser, its relatively narrow melting temperature range, and
low melt viscosity required to allow the melted powder to
quickly flow without requiring putting in high energy.4,5 In
recent years, SLS has been frequently employed for the pro-
duction of end-use parts. In order to compete with traditional
manufacturing techniques, for example, injection molding and
compression molding, the end products produced by SLS must

have comparable mechanical properties, surface quality, and
reproducibility to ones fabricated by traditional technologies.
Depending on the field of application, PA12 parts are sub-
jected to stress at different temperatures and relative humidi-
ties. Since a high level of reliability and durability are
required, the influence of temperature and humidity on
mechanical properties has to be investigated.

PA12 is a semicrystalline polymer in which crystalline regions
are formed due to high chain regularity. The presence of polar
groups, that is, amide groups, along the polymeric chain leads to
very strong chain interaction. These partially charged groups are
attracted to each other and they interact forming hydrogen
bonds. Hydrogen bonds play a crucial role in the mechanical
properties of polyamides, because they provide high strength
and modulus to the material, but also hygroscopicity. When
exposed to humid environments, PA12 absorbs water from the
air up to a saturation level, which is a function of temperature
and relative humidity.6 In the presence of water, the hydrogen
bonds between amide groups in the amorphous region are rep-
laced by amide-water bonds. As this process continues, the polar
attraction between chains reduces and chain mobility increases,
causing a depression of the glass transition temperature resulting

© 2019 The Authors. Journal of Applied Polymer Science published by Wiley Periodicals, Inc.
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in considerable reduction in mechanical properties, that is,
depression of the yield stress.7 The absorbed water acts as a plas-
ticizer and, as consequence, enhances the mechanical response
in terms of strain-to-break.8,9 In this work, we focus our study
on the difference between the yield kinetics of compression-
molded and laser-sintered PA12.

PA12, as well as others polyamides, displays a complex polymor-
phism: depending on crystallization conditions, it can crystallize into
a meso-phase at high undercooling reached by fast cooling, into the
γ−phase at slow cooling from the melt, into the α0−phase at high
temperatures,10 and into the α−phase by casting from solution,11

drawing close to the melting point12 and crystallization under high
pressure.13 During SLS processing, PA12 always crystallizes at rela-
tively high temperature and cooling to room temperature is slow2;
under these conditions, samples fully crystallize into the γ−phase. For
this reason, we focused our attention on samples made of γ crystals
produced by means of compression molding and SLS. As far as we
are aware, many authors have studied the mechanical response of
selectively sintered PA12 in terms of the effect of process conditions,
for example, laser energy, laser speed, and spatial orientation of the
laser path.14–16 However, there is still a lack of information regarding
the effect of water absorption and long-term performance prediction
of both sintered and molded PA12. PA12, as well as other polymers,
when subjected to stress shows time-dependent failure. In general,
three different failure modes are known: plasticity-controlled failure at
high stress; and crack-growth controlled failure at lower stress and
chemical degradation. The latter is regarded to be stress-independent
and, thanks to chemical stabilization of polymers, shifts toward such
long failure time that is out of interest for our time scale of investiga-
tion. Crack-growth-controlled failure is studied by applying cyclic
load16 and will be part of soon upcoming work. In the plasticity-
controlled mode, failure originates from the accumulation of plastic
deformation in time. In most cases, failure is accompanied with large
local plastic deformations, and therefore, this mode is generally
referred as ductile failure.

The goal of this work is to study and compare short-term and long-
term mechanical responses of sintered and compression-molded
PA12. By means of a recently developed experimental/numerical
approach, we are able to fully describe the deformation kinetics as
function of temperature and relative humidity and fully predict the
long-term performance of both sintered and molded PA12. We dem-
onstrate that the mechanical response under constant strain rate as
well as the failure kinetics in plasticity-controlled regime of the sintered
PA12 are comparable with those of compression-molded material. A
significant difference is found at high applied strain rates and low tem-
perature where the amorphous regions strongly contribute to stress
and the contribution to the yield stress is in general higher.

BACKGROUND

To investigate plasticity-controlled failure regime, constant stress
experiments (creep test) are performed. Under constant stress, a
typical polymer response can be divided in three regions: primary
creep, where the strain rate decreases in time, secondary creep,
where the strain rate, _εpl, remains almost constant, and, finally,
tertiary creep, where the strain rate rapidly increases leading to
failure. The time to failure depends on the applied stress and

temperature where high stress and temperature lead to shorter
time to failure. In order to be able to predict time to failure, a
mathematical relation between stress and the plastic flow during
secondary creep is needed. In this work, we use the modified
Ree–Eyring’s activated flow theory17,18:

σ _εpl,T
� �

=
kT

V*
I

sinh−1 _εpl
_ε0,I

exp
ΔU I

RT

� �� �

+
kT

V*
II

sinh−1 _εpl
_ε0,II

exp
ΔU II

RT

� �� �
ð1Þ

In Eq. (1), two additive deformation processes are described:
process I, which is considered to be related to intralamellar defor-
mation due to crystal slip and process II, which is considered to
be related to interlamellar deformation. Each deformation process
is described with a rate factor _ε0,i dependent on the thermody-
namic state of the material, an activation energy ΔUi, and an acti-
vation volume V*

i , R is the universal gas constant, T is the
temperature, and k is Boltzmann’s constant. The same approach
has been already successfully applied to many other polymers
such as iPP,19 PA6,20 PMMA,21 and PC.22

To predict lifetime, we made use of the observation that, in creep
experiments, the product of time to failure and the plastic flow
rate during secondary creep is constant and this constant can be
regarded as a critical accumulated strain23:

tf σ,Tð Þ= εcr
_εpl σ,Tð Þ ð2Þ

The critical strain, εcr, can be defined as the accumulated plastic
strain for a material subjected to the plastic flow rate, _εpl, for its
entire lifetime up to failure (see the Time-to-Failure Prediction:
Dry State section).24 It should be noted that Eq. (1) does not yield
_εpl: in the Ree–Eyring approach, the total stress is distributed
over two mechanisms, that is, intralamellar and interlamellar,
implying that Eq. 1 cannot be inverted. However, a numerical
solution can easily be achieved using a simple optimization rou-
tine to find the strain rate at which σ = σI + σII.

24 Although per-
forming a creep test is relatively easy, it is quite difficult to estimate
how much time is needed to reach failure, since very high stress
results in immediate failure and low stress leads to very long testing
time. As demonstrated by Bauwens-Crowet et al.,25,26 the steady state
observed during secondary creep is the same as that reached at
the yield point during constant strain rate measurements: the
stress at the yield induces molecular mobility resulting in a
plastic flow rate that exactly equals the applied strain rate.
Based on this observation, the plastic flow rate can be fully
described performing only the more practical tensile tests. As
already mentioned in the Introduction section, absorbed
water acts as a plasticizer leading to higher chain mobility.
This effect results in a depression of the glass transition tem-
perature and, hence, in a decrease in mechanical properties.
As proposed by Parodi et al., in order to take into account the
influence of humidity on the deformation kinetics, an “appar-
ent” temperature is introduced as shown in Eq. (3)20:

eT =T + Tg ,dry−Tg ,wet
� � ð3Þ

where T is the testing temperature, Tg,dry is the glass transition
temperature in the dry state, and Tg,wet is the glass transition
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temperature after conditioning of the sample at different relative
humidities. Introduction of Eq. (3) into Eq. (1) results in:

σ _εpl,T
� �

=
keT
V*

I

sinh−1 _εpl
_ε0,I

exp
ΔU I

ReT
� �� �

+
keT
V*

II

sinh−1 _εpl
_ε0,II

exp
ΔU II

ReT
� �� �

ð4Þ

Equation (4) was shown to be very effective in predicting the
influence of humidity and temperature on the deformation kinet-
ics of PA6.20 The apparent temperature is based on the hypothe-
sis that the mechanical response at any temperature is
determined by the difference between the testing temperature
and the glass transition temperature. Absorbed water results in a
depression of the glass transition temperature, which can be reg-
arded as an “apparent” increase in the ambient temperature.
A similar approach was applied in the work of Sontjens et al.
where the dependence of the yield stress with molecular
weight was described as an increase of chain mobility due to a
reduction in molecular weight that induces a decrease in Tg.

27

Once again, the mechanical response is considered to be
driven by Tg.

EXPERIMENTAL

Sample Preparation
Plates of 0.5 mm thickness are prepared by compression-molding
PA12 (PA2200, EOS) provided in powder form by the TNO.
Before processing, the material is conditioned at 80 �C under vac-
uum for approximately 15 h to dry the powder.28 The conditioned
PA12 is placed in a 250 × 250 × 0.5 mm3 steel mold; the mold is
then placed in a “sandwich” consisting of two aluminum foils of
0.2 mm and two steel plates of about 3-mm thickness. The mate-
rial is melted in the hot press at 220 �C for 3 min under a constant
force of 100 kN. Afterward, the sandwich is quickly removed and
cooled down at room temperature in the cold press. Dog-bone
samples are cut from the plates according to the ISO527 type 1BA
and stored in a vacuum chamber to avoid water absorption. Dog-
bone samples of sintered PA12 are cut from sintered plates of
250 × 250 × 0.8 mm3 as received from the TNO.

Sample Conditioning
To investigate the effects of water absorption on PA12, dog-bone
samples prepared as described in the Sample Preparation
section are stored at three different relative humidities: RH0%
(dry), RH50%, and RH75%. To keep the material dry, the sam-
ples are stored in a desiccator at room temperature under vac-
uum. Samples conditioned at RH75% are stored in a desiccator at
room temperature containing a supersaturated salt solution of
sodium chloride.29 Conditioning at RH50% is carried out in a cli-
mate chamber C40-100 CTS Gmbh set at room temperature and
50% relative humidity. To determine the water uptake kinetics,
conditioned samples are periodically weighted and the mass frac-
tion of absorbed water is measured according to Eq. (5):

ϕw %ð Þ= Wt−W0ð Þ∙100
W0

ð5Þ

where ϕw, Wt, and W0 are the water content at given time, the
weight of the sample at the time of measurement, and the initial

weight of the sample (in the dry state), respectively. By plotting
on a semilogarithmic scales ϕw as function of time, we can esti-
mate the time at which the saturation level is reached.

Mechanical Tests
Uniaxial tensile tests and creep tests are performed on a Zwick Z010
testing machine equipped with a 1-kN load-cell. The tensile stage is
equipped with an environmental chamber that allows us to control
temperature and relative humidity. Tensile test in a range of strain
rate from 10–1 up to 10–5 s−1 and temperature between 23 �C and
80 �C are performed in the dry conditions at least twice. Condi-
tioned samples are tested in the same range of strain rates and at
room temperature. Creep experiments were performed in the same
environmental conditions; the stress is applied within 10 s and sub-
sequently kept constant until failure. The time to failure is defined
as the time at which the strain is equal to 50% and the plastic flow
rate, _εpl, is estimated by means of the Sherby–Dorn plot.30

Dynamical Mechanical Thermal Analysis
The glass transition temperature is measured by means of
dynamical mechanical thermal analysis (DMTA) by TA instru-
ment Q800. Sintered and molded samples of about 20-mm long,
5-mm wide, and 0.5-mm thick are used, both in the dry and con-
ditioned states. The measurements are carried out at frequency of
1 Hz and in a temperature range from −30 up to 150 �C with a
heating rate of 3 �C/min. The maximum in logarithmic of tan(δ)
is used to quantify the glass transition temperature.

X-Ray Analysis
In order to quantify the degree of crystallinity and phase composi-
tion of sintered and molded PA12, wide-angle X-rays diffraction is
performed with a GANESHAS300XL system. During WAXD
experiments, the detector is placed at about 10 cm from the sam-
ple. After normalizing the intensity to the WAXD integral to com-
pare the two experiments, the WAXD signal is then decomposed
into the amorphous and crystalline components by deconvolution
with the sum of Gaussian and Lorentzian functions.31 The weight
fraction of crystallinity is calculated according to Eq. (6):

χi =
AiP

Ai +Am
ð6Þ

where Ai is the area of the crystalline peaks of each phase and Am

is the area of the amorphous halo. In Figure 1, the two integrated
WAXD patterns of molded and sintered PA12 show an average
degree of crystallinity of 26 and 28%, respectively.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

To fully describe the deformation kinetics and predict the time to
failure, the parameters of the Ree–Eyring model are fitted
according to the yield kinetics of the molded PA12 tested in dry
condition. Since only the two preexponential factors depend on
the thermodynamic state, only _ε0,i has to be determined for
sintered PA12. Creep tests at different applied stresses and tem-
peratures are performed to estimate the critical strain, εcr, and to
validate the model results. As it will be shown in the next sec-
tions, although the critical strain shows a temperature and
humidity dependence, in our model, we use the value measured
at room temperature and dry condition. In order to investigate
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the influence of water absorption, tensile and creep tests are per-
formed at different relative humidities. With all the model
parameters known from the experimental data measured in the
dry state, the dependence of the yield stress on the absorbed
water is then predicted with Eq. (4).

Yield Kinetics: Dry State
The yield kinetics of the sintered and molded PA12 is studied by
performing tensile tests at different applied strain rates and tem-
peratures. The stress–strain response, as shown in Figure 2, is
based on stress-induced chain mobility. At the beginning, when
the stress is very low, the mobility of the polymeric chains is low
and the sample displays an elastic behavior. Upon an increase in
stress, chain mobility increases and changes in chain conforma-
tion start to influence the mechanical response. These changes
lead a plastic flow contribution that exponentially increases with
stress, until, at the yield point (circles in Figure 2), the resulting
plastic flow rate exactly matches the experimentally applied strain
rate. It can be seen that increasing the temperature, the yield
stress drops. At high temperature, the required stress to deter-
mine a plastic flow rate equal to the applied strain rate is lower
due to a higher chain mobility. On the other hand, an increase in
the applied strain rate results in higher yield stress: to match a
higher strain rate, chains require a higher stress to flow at the

same rate of the applied strain rate. To estimate the activation
energies, activation volumes, and the rate factors, Eq. (1) is used
to describe the yield kinetics of molded PA12. The two rate fac-
tors for the sintered material are fitted using the same values of
V*

i and ΔUi determined with molded PA12. Figure 3 shows the
final fitting and Table I shows the resulting parameters.

As shown in Figure 3(a), Eq. (1) can describe the experimental
data rather well. It appears evident that the use of the same acti-
vation volumes and activation energies for the sintered and
molded material gives a satisfactory description of the yield kinet-
ics. It can be seen that two deformation processes are present as
the change in slope of the yield kinetics suggests. In Figure 3(b),
a schematic representation of the molecular mechanisms is pres-
ented.19 Comparing the yield kinetics of molded to that of
sintered PA12, it can be seen that the yield stress of the molded
material is comparable with that of the sintered material. In par-
ticular, the difference becomes larger at lower temperature and
high strain rate where process II also contributes to the stress,
and it reduces significantly at high temperature where only pro-
cess I is contributing. Apparently, the differences in the yield
kinetics between the molded and the sintered PA12 are predomi-
nantly within process II. Process II (interlamellar) is typically
associated with the deformation of the interlamella amorphous
regions.20,24 At temperatures below the glass transition

(a)

(b)

Figure 1. Integrated WAXD patters and deconvolution of the crystalline
peaks of molded (a) and sintered (b) PA12. [Color figure can be viewed at
wileyonlinelibrary.com]

(a)

(b)

Figure 2. Stress–strain response at different strain rates and temperatures
for molded (a) and sintered (b) PA12. [Color figure can be viewed at
wileyonlinelibrary.com]
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temperature, the amorphous regions strongly contribute to stress
and the contribution to the yield stress is in general higher. At
temperatures above the glass transition, the chain mobility in the
amorphous region is high and it will only contribute to the stress
at very high strain rates. Process I (intralamellar) is governed by
plastic deformation of lamellae via crystallographic slip, which
results in movements of screw dislocation through the lamellae.
Because the stress is mainly dissipated by crystals, process I is
predominant at high temperature, for example, above Tg but
below the melting point.24

Yield Kinetics: Influence of Humidity
To investigate the water uptake kinetics at different relative
humidities and room temperatures, samples conditioned at
50 and 75% relative humidity are weighted at selected time

intervals. In Figure 4(a), the mass fractions of absorbed water cal-
culated with Eq. (5) are shown as a function of time for
compression-molded and laser-sintered samples. It can be seen
that the water absorption increases in time until it reaches a satu-
ration point where the water content remains constant. In gen-
eral, the saturation level is a function of temperature and relative
humidity: samples conditioned at 50%RH show a saturation level
around 0.77%, while samples conditioned at 75%RH saturate at
1.1%. In order to investigate the effect of the absorbed water on
the glass transition temperature, DMTA measurements are per-
formed on samples conditioned up to the saturation level (see the
Appendix A section). It is worth to mention that, during the
DMTA experiment, the humidity cannot be controlled and, con-
sequentially, the sample may lose water during the test. We tried
to reduce this effect by choosing an optimized temperature ramp

(a)

(b)

Figure 3. Yield kinetics of molded (circles) and sintered (triangles) PA12:
markers are experimental data and lines are fitting results with Eq. 1 (a).
Schematic of the two deformation processes (b).19 [Color figure can be
viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]

Table I. Model Parameters to Describe the Deformation Kinetics of PA12

_ε0,i (s
−1)

Process ΔUi (Jmol−1) V*
i (nm

3) Molded Sintered

I 1.84 × 106 27.5 1 × 10219 1.85 × 10218

II 2.3 × 105 2.50 4.5 × 1034 8.21 × 1035

(a)

(b)

Figure 4. Water uptake kinetics of compression-molded PA12 at 50 and
75% relative humidity (a); glass transition temperature as function of maxi-
mum water fraction for compression-molded (circles) and sintered (trian-
gles) samples (b). [Color figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]
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that allowed us to measure Tg with relatively short experiments.
By defining the peak temperature of tan(δ) as the glass transition
temperature, it can be seen that an increase in the amount of
absorbed water results in a depression of the glass transition tem-
perature [see Figure 4(b)].

Although the water fractions and the differences between condi-
tioned samples are relatively small, Tg drops from 60 �C (in the
dry state) to 53 �C (for molded samples conditioned at 50%RH)
to further down at 48 �C for molded samples conditioned at 75%
RH. Sintered material shows slightly higher values of glass transi-
tion and lower absorbed water fractions. Nevertheless, the same
trend is found: an increase in the absorbed water fraction leads to
a significant depression of Tg. The difference in Tg and in the
maximum amount of absorbed water between sintered and
molded samples can be related to the higher degree of crystallin-
ity of the sintered PA12. Water is absorbed in the amorphous
regions where the hydrogen bonds are free to interact with mois-
ture; hence, higher the degree of crystallinity, lower the amount
of absorbed water. This drop of Tg of �12 �C has a significant
effect on the yield kinetics of PA12. In Figure 5, the effect of
water absorption on the mechanical response under constant
strain rate measurements is shown. Already, samples conditioned
at 50%RH show a reduction in the yield stress of about �10%

and it becomes larger for samples conditioned at 75%RH. As it
can be seen from Figure 5, the dependence of the yield kinetics
on the absorbed water can be captured rather well employing the
modified Ree–Eyring’s flow theory in combination with the con-
cept of apparent temperature. In this figure, circles and triangles
are experimental data collected performing tensile test at different
strain rates and relative humidities and the lines are predictions
obtained with Eq. (4). It is worth to mention that the Ree–
Eyring’s parameters, that is, activation volume, activation energy,
and rate factor, used to describe this set of data are the same
listed in Table I. The predictions are in very good agreement with
the experimental results.

The dependence of the yield kinetics on the absorbed water is
modeled as an apparent increase of the test temperature with
respect to the glass transition.20,27 Water acts as a plasticizer
inside the amorphous regions of the material. An increase in the
amount of absorbed water leads to an increase in chain mobility,
and thus, to flow at the same rate of the applied strain rate,
chains need a lower stress, that is, the yield stress drops.
Although water is absorbed in the amorphous regions between
lamellae where the hydrogen bonds are free to interact with water
molecules, both processes I and II of the yield kinetics are
affected by water. While for process II, related to the inter-
lamellar regions, the reason is intuitive; for process I,
intralamellar, it is assumed that absorbed water in the amorphous
regions close to crystals facilitates crystal slip and the movement
of screw dislocations inside lamellae, facilitating deformation.20

Long-Term Failure
To investigate the long-term failure response of PA12 in the plas-
ticity controlled regime, creep tests are carried out at different
applied stresses and temperatures on both molded and sintered
material. With all the parameters of the yield kinetics determined,
the modified Ree-Eryng’s flow theory can be combined with the
concept of critical strain to predict time to failure. The critical
strain, εcr, is directly estimated from the experimental data, that
is, creep test. Although εcr clearly shows a temperature depen-
dence [see the inset in Figure 6(b), we used the measured value
at room temperature. This leads to a satisfactory prediction and
reduces the number of creep test that have to be performed. Fur-
thermore, due to a low stress dependence of process I, the life-
time predictions are hardly affected by relatively small deviations
of the critical strain. Next, the definition of the “apparent” tem-

perature, eT , is employed to include the dependence of humidity
on long-term performance of PA12 (see Eq. (4)).

Time-to-Failure Prediction: Dry State. In Figure 6(a), the creep
response of molded PA12 for different applied stresses is shown.
As expected, an increase in the applied stress results in a shorter
time to failure. The creep curve of PA12, as well as other poly-
mers, can be divided in three regions: primary creep where the
strain rate decreases in time, secondary creep where the strain
rate remains approximately constant, _εpl, to arrive at long loading
times where the strain rate gradually increases, and the sample
eventually fails due to plastic strain localization (tertiary creep).
To predict long-term failure, we make use of the observation that
product of the flow rate, _εpl, and time-to-failure, tf, is constant.

(a)

(b)

Figure 5. Yield kinetics of conditioned samples: compression-molded
(a) and sintered (b) PA12. Circles and triangles are experimental data mea-
sured during constant strain rate tests, crosses are data collected during
constant load experiments, and lines are the fitting results obtained with
Eq. 4 (b). [Color figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]
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This is demonstrated in Figure 6(b), where the plastic flow rate is
plotted as a function of time to failure on a double logarithmic
scale. All the experimental data show a linear trend with a slope
− 1, confirming that the product of time to failure and plastic
flow rate is constant and this constant can be related to a critical
strain [see the graphic illustration in Figure 7(a)]. By fitting the
plastic flow rate as a function of time to failure with Eq. (2), the
critical strain can be determined [red squares in Figure 6(b)]. The
inset of Figure 6(b) shows the calculated critical strain as a func-
tion of temperature. A linear trend is found where an increase in
temperature leads to an increase in the critical strain. Combina-
tion of Eq. (1) with Eq. (2), that is, the Ree-Eryng’s flow theory
with the definition of the critical strain, provides a solid frame-
work for the prediction of time to failure in plasticity-controlled
regime. In Figure 7, the plastic flow rate kinetics of the molded
and sintered PA12 is shown: circles are experimental results col-
lected from uniaxial tensile tests, stars are data collected during
creep tests, and lines are the model results obtained by applying
Eq. (1) with the parameters shown in Table I. It can be seen that,
similar to that found by Bauwens-Crowet et al.,25 the kinetics of
plastic flow rate during secondary creep closely matches the yield
kinetics during constant strain rate experiments: this can be

rationalized by the fact that, at the yield point, the stress induces
a plastic flow rate that exactly matches the applied strain rate.

Based on this observation, Eq. (1) can be combined with the defi-
nition of critical strain to predict time to failure in the plasticity-
controlled regime. The model results for the molded and sintered
PA12 are shown in Figure 8, where markers are experimental
data and lines are model predictions. The model predicts time to
failure quite accurately in both cases and it confirms to be a reli-
able tool to estimate long-term performances. Similar to the con-
stant strain rate data, the difference between molded and sintered
is larger at low temperature and it almost disappears at high tem-
perature. More specifically, it can be seen that at room tempera-
ture and high applied stress, molded PA12 shows superior
mechanical response, but at lower applied stress, the predictions
overlap.

At temperatures higher than the glass transition temperature,
where the contribution of crystals to the stress level is higher,
molded and sintered materials show the same time-dependent
failure kinetics. It appears evident that in the plasticity-controlled
failure regime, sintered PA12 shows comparable mechanical
response with respect to molded PA12. As already mentioned in
Introduction section, more work is needed to characterize the
failure in the crack-growth regime where defect dimension, as
well as the number of entanglements in the amorphous regions,

(a)

(b)

Figure 6. Creep response of molded PA12 at two different applied stresses
together with the graphical definition of critical strain (a); plastic flow rate
during secondary creep as function of time-to-failure at different tempera-
tures: circles are experimental data, dashed lines are interpolations, and
squares are the calculated critical strains. In the inset, the calculated critical
strain is plotted as a function of temperature (b). [Color figure can be
viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]

(a)

(b)

Figure 7. Plastic flow kinetics of molded (a) and sintered (b) PA12: circles
are tensile test data, stars are creep data, and lines are fitting results. [Color
figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]
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plays a crucial role. It is well known that one of the major issues
of the SLS process is layer adhesion, that is, entanglements
between chains from different layers, as well as the presence of
void in the final product, which can act as a crack initiator and

accelerate failure.2,32 This is part of ongoing work and it will be
soon the object of future publications.

Time-to-Failure Prediction: Influence of Humidity. The same
numerical/experimental protocol described in the Time-to-Failure
Prediction: Dry State is applied to PA12-conditioned samples.
Creep tests are performed on molded and sintered materials at
different applied stresses and relative humidities. The plastic flow
rate during secondary creep, _εpl, is determined and plotted as a
function of time to failure. Figure 9 demonstrates that on a dou-
ble logarithmic plot, a linear dependence exists between the plas-
tic flow rate and time to failure with a slope of −1 and intercept
equal to the critical strain (red squares in Figure 9).

From the two insets in Figure 9, it can be seen that, similar to the
temperature dependence, the critical strain shows a linear trend
with respect to relative humidity. Also, in this case, we used only
one value of the critical strain, that is, εcr measured in the dry
state. With all the Ree–Eyring’s parameters and the critical
strains known, time to failure can be predicted combining
Eqs. (1)–(3). Once again, Figure 5(a) shows that the kinetics of
plastic flow rate exactly matches the strain rate dependence of the
yield stress measured with constant strain rate experiments. In
these figures, lines are predictions obtained using Eq. (4) and
points are experimental data. The time-to-failure predictions as

Figure 8. Time-to-failure prediction for molded and sintered PA12: circles
are experimental data and lines are predictions with the model using the
parameters listed in Table I. [Color figure can be viewed at
wileyonlinelibrary.com]

(a)

(b)

Figure 9. Plastic flow rate as function of time-to-failure on a double loga-
rithmic plot for compression-molded (a) and sintered (b) PA12. Circles are
experimental points, dashed lines are fitting with Eq. 2, and red squares are
the estimated critical strains. The insets show the critical strain as function
of relative humidity. [Color figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]

(a)

(b)

Figure 10. Time-to-failure prediction as function of relative humidity of
compression-molded (a) and laser-sintered (b) PA12. [Color figure can be
viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]
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function of relative humidity are shown in Figure 10(a) for con-
ditioned molded samples and in Figure 10(b) for conditioned
sintered PA12. Although a small deviation at 75%RH for
compression-molded PA12 exists, the time-to-failure prediction
is in good agreement with the experimental points. It can be seen
that, although the amount of absorbed water and the depression
of Tg is relatively small compared with other polyamides,20 the
long-term performances are significantly affected: at the same
applied stress, dry PA12 can sustain the stress for much longer
time than conditioned PA12.

CONCLUSIONS

In the present work, we have demonstrated that time to failure
in the plasticity-controlled regime can be predicted combining
the kinetics of plastic flow, described by means of the modified
Ree-Eryng’s activated flow theory, and the concept of critical
strain. The experimental/numerical protocol presented in this
study applies well on both compression-molded and selective
laser-sintered PA12 and it is proved to be a valid and reliable
tool to accelerate mechanical characterization under constant
stress. It has been shown that compression-molded and sintered
PA12 have a comparable mechanical response during constant
strain rate measurements. The difference becomes higher at
lower temperature and high strain rate, where process II also
contributes to the stress, and it reduces significantly at high
temperature where only process I is contributing. Apparently,
the differences in the yield kinetics between the molded and the
sintered PA12 are predominantly within process I, indicating
that the amorphous region of the sintered PA12 contributes to
stress less than the yield stress in the molded material. Similar
to the response in constant strain rate tests, the molded and
sintered PA12 show a comparable mechanical response in the
long-term plasticity-controlled failure regime. By the introduc-
tion of the concept of “apparent” temperature concept, the
experimental/numerical protocol used in this work can capture
the dependence of the yield stress with water absorption rather
well, allowing us to predict time to failure as the function of
applied stress and relative humidity. Although the absorbed
water fractions are relatively small compared with other poly-
amides, we have demonstrated that the mechanical response of
PA12, both sintered and molded, is strongly affected by water
absorption.
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APPENDIX

DMTA MEASUREMENTS

The DMTA results of the molded and sintered PA12 are shown
in Figure A.1. By defining the peak temperature of tan(δ) as the
glass transition temperature, it can be seen that increasing the
relative humidity, the drop of Tg is larger.
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